


Natalia Molchanova, the greatest freediver that ever lived, originally created a freediving 
system to take someone who has never freedived before and turn them into an elite 
freediver, one step at a time.

Now, under the guidance of Natalia’s son, world champion freediver Alexey Molchanov, 
a group of the world’s best freedivers and freediving trainers have taken that system, 
added their own expertise, and updated it to create something totally new and exciting.

We believe the Molchanovs Education System is the best way for anyone to learn how 
to freedive.

The Molchanovs Education System has 4 levels:

 ○ Wave 1: Students learn the basics of freediving, uncover their natural freediving ability, 
and dive up to 20m (66ft) deep.

 ○ Wave 2: Students are introduced to the “freefall,” how to dive without fins, and all the 
skills and knowledge needed to dive up to 30m (98ft) deep.

 ○ Wave 3: Students learn to equalize below their residual volume, how to use monofin 
technique in a dive to depth, and dive up to 40m (131ft) deep. Successful students 
are also qualified to act as assistant instructors in open water courses.

 ○ Wave 4: Students learn the skills and finesse involved with competitive freediving, 
how to master their bodies, fine-tune their technique in all the disciplines, and dive 
to depths of 50m (164ft) and beyond.

In the Molchanovs Education System, there are also pool levels and pool-only instructors. 
The 4 pool freediving levels are included in the Wave courses, but can also be done separately 
to attain a Lap certification:

 ○ Lap 1: Students learn the basics of pool freediving and how to use relaxation for com-
fortable performances. This course includes dives with bifins and an introduction 
to no fins technique.

 ○ Lap 2: Students learn to improve their pool performances. This course includes 
an introduction to monofin technique.

 ○ Lap 3: Students learn how to improve their performance in all the pool disciplines, and 
learn how to act as an assistant instructor in the pool.

 ○ Lap 4: Students learn about all tools and techniques needed for competitive freediving. 
Includes planning of training cycles and competition preparation.

We believe that traditional freediving courses are only the start of becoming a freediver. A free-
diver does not progress by taking many courses, but rather through consistent training. This 
is why after a student finishes a Molchanovs course, they become part of the Molchanovs 
training community by gaining access to Base Training, where the world’s top freedivers and 
trainers publish a weekly training program for each freediving level.

WHAT IS THE MOLCHANOVS 
EDUCATION SYSTEM?



Each student has the ability to scale the training to a level that is appropriate for them, but 
members from all over the world will do the same training as a global freediving community. 
We stay connected through the Molchanovs online platform and are able to share ideas, 
discuss our training, and report our improvements.
 
We are a community of freedivers creating the best network for the freediving community.
 

This is a freediving movement. We want you to join us.

WHY MOLCHANOVS
Molchanovs has always been by freedivers for freedivers.
As freediving grows, this principle is relevant now more than ever. Our mission is to not only 
provide the best and most innovative freediving equipment and education in the world, but also 
to foster and grow the freediving community we all know and love.

Commitment to the best and most innovative education.
We have worked hard to put together the most comprehensive and up-to-date freediving 
education available. Starting from the system that Natalia created, we have modernized and 
updated it with input and direction from the best freedivers in the world.

Molchanovs is a holistic education and training community.
Natalia knew that the heart and soul of freediving is in the training community. We have cre-
ated our system to make a connection to education with the training community, so that new 
freedivers have a path for continued growth and improvement, regardless of where they live.

We love our instructors!
Instructors are the cornerstone of the freediving community. They are more than teachers; they 
are coaches, mentors, and guides to each of our freediving journeys. To support our instructors, 
we offer affordable annual subscriptions with unlimited certifications. For a typical instructor, 
this will save hundreds or even thousands of dollars a year in certification fees. We also offer 
discounts on instructor gear so that instructors have access to the best equipment. Addition-
ally, we develop a range of gear and apparel available for resale or for commissioned sales 
so that instructors can more easily support their freediving lifestyle.

We love our dive centers!
When instructors take the next step to set up a bricks and mortar business, they give all free-
divers a home. To foster Molchanovs Dive Centers, we offer a dive center annual subscription 
for unlimited certifications to cover multiple instructors. We offer all of the same incentives 
to our dive centers as we do to our instructors, and Molchanovs Dive Centers also have the 
opportunity to become full Molchanovs equipment dealers.

We love our Instructor Trainers!
ITs have a unique role in building any freediving system and we want to recognize their impor-
tance and give them a stake in the success of Molchanovs. We introduced a system where 
ITs receive a percentage of all annual dues of the instructors they certify for as long as they 
remain active ITs within the Molchanovs system.
.



WAVE 1 WAVE 2 WAVE 3 WAVE 4
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S Beginner Freediver Advanced Freediver Master Freediver & 

Assistant Instructor
Competitive Freediver

Signed Medical State-
ment and Liability 
Release

L1 or W1 certification or 
corresponding crossover 
evaluation passed

L2 or W2 certification or 
corresponding crossover 
evaluation passed

L3 or W3 certification or 
corresponding crossover 
evaluation passed

First Aid certificate (less 
than 2 years old)

First Aid certificate (less 
than 2 years old)
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N Relaxation Technique: 

Body Scan
Mindfulness Attention Deconcentra-

tion (Visual)
Attention Deconcentra-
tion (Audial and Somatic)

Optional: Three Chest 
Breaths

Frenzel Basics: P, T, and 
K locks

Introduction: Improving 
Failure Depth

Advanced Stretching & 
Strength Conditioning

One Full Breath Reverse Packing Packing (within VC) Maximizing Mouthfill 
Efficiency

Recovery Breathing Introduction to Base 2 
Training

Deep Frenzel Recovery Exercises after 
Deep Diving

Introduction to Frenzel Mouthfill Competition Preparation
Visualization How to Act as an Assis-

tant Instructor
Introduction to Base 4 
Training

Introduction to Base 1 
Training

Introduction to Base 3 
Training
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N STA 1’30“ STA 2’30“ STA 3’30“ STA 4’30“
DYNB 30m (98ft) DYNB 50m (164ft) DYNB 75m (246ft) DYNB 100m (328ft)
STA & DYN Buddying DNF 35m (115ft) DNF 50m (164ft) DNF 75m (246ft)
STA & DYN Rescue Introduction to DYN 

Monofin Technique
Rescue with Pool Exit

Introduction to DNF DYN Monofin Technique
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CWTB & FIM 12–20m 
(39–66ft)

CWTB & FIM 24–30m 
(79–98ft)

CWT(B) & FIM 34–40m 
(112–131ft)

CWT(B) & FIM 50+m 
(164+ft)

Buddying 6–10m 
(20–33ft)

CNF 15–20m (49–66ft) CNF 25–30m (82-98ft) CNF 35m (115ft)

Rescue 6–10m Buddying 10–15m 
(33–49ft)

Buddying 20–25m (66ft) Buddying 30m (98ft)

Surface Exhale Test Rescue 15m (49ft) Rescue 20m (66ft) with 
20m Surface Tow

Rescue 30m with 
50m (164ft) Surface 
Tow including Rescue 
Breaths

Use of Safety Lanyard 
& Lanyard Relaxation 
Position

Introduction to CWT 
Monofin Technique

Mouthfill: Charge at 5m 
(16ft) & Manage to 15m 
(49ft)

Mouthfill: Top-up Strategy

Surface Exhale Test Freefall 4m+ (13ft+) FRC
EQ: Valsalva or Frenzel Neutral Buoyancy Check Retrieval of an Incapac-

itated Freediver from 
30m (98ft)

FIM Basics CWTB Self-Rescue: 
No Mask Ascent from 
up to 10m (33ft)

Self-Rescue 1: 20m 
(66ft) No Mask Ascent

CWTB Body Position CWTB Self-Rescue: 
No Mask Ascent from 
up to 10m

Self-Rescue 2: 20m 
Single Fin Ascent

Setup Handling
-5m (-16ft) in depth requirements for cold water 
(<15°C/59°F) at 1m (3.3ft) below the surface of the 
water
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https://molchanovs.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/360049940313
https://molchanovs.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/360049930053-Molchanovs-Wave-Instructor-Trainer-W3IT-Application-Requirements
https://molchanovs.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/360049940313
https://molchanovs.com/pages/wave-2-lap-2-requirements
https://molchanovs.com/pages/molchanovs-wave-lap-1-beginner-freediving
https://molchanovs.com/pages/wave-4-lap-4-requirements
https://molchanovs.com/pages/wave-3-lap-3-requirements
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https://molchanovs.com/pages/molchanovs-freediving-education
https://molchanovs.com/pages/molchanovs-freediving-education
https://molchanovs.com/pages/molchanovs-freediving-education
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https://molchanovs.com/pages/join-the-movement
https://molchanovs.com/pages/wave-3-lap-3-requirements


BASE TRAINING
 
 
Freediving is a lifestyle.

Freedivers improve by constantly training, and it is between each Molchanovs course 
that a freediver’s true progression and development takes place.

After students finish their Molchanovs course, they are given access to the Molchanovs train-
ing community through Base Training. Each week, a new training plan is published for each 
freediving level.

Base Trainings include exercises for the pool, dry exercises, drills for equalization, and methods 
to improve your open water technique.

Base Training is made up of 3 components:

1. Workout of the Week (WOW)
The WOWs are general-purpose workouts to improve conditioning, technique, and adaptation 
for the community as a whole. They are not intended as a replacement for more specific train-
ing (for example, in preparation for competition or individual coaching by a qualified trainer).
 
The WOW will be posted every Sunday. Please note: all WOWs must be done with appropriate 
safety. For any water-based workouts, you must have active safety.
 
WOWs will be issued for Base 1-4 (with different intensities that match the associated level) 
with specific exercises for pool, open water, dry training, and equalization.
 
WOWs are an important building block for the community. They give the worldwide community 
something to bond over and relate to. It is a recurring process where we get feedback from 
the community on what works, what doesn’t work, what should be added, and what should 
be removed.

2. Benchmark Workouts
Benchmark Workouts are universal. They are an important tool to measure a freediver’s 
readiness for the next level, as well as a different way to compete and challenge yourself 
in areas other than traditional freediving disciplines.
 
We look to the community to provide ideas and feedback on Benchmark Workouts, along 
with what the appropriate achievements are for the Recommended Benchmarks, although 
Benchmarks do not change frequently (as it would defeat their function). Adopting a new 
Benchmark Workout should be considered a significant decision.

 
 



Example Benchmarks:

 ○ Sweet 16 — 16 x 50m (164ft) DYN. Complete as quickly as possible. Measured for 
time.

 ○ 25m DNF cycle count — Number of cycles needed to complete 25m (82ft) of DYN 
(without a push off of the wall). Aim for minimizing the number of cycles. Measu-
red in cycles (a single arm-pull or a single kick is 1/2 a cycle). Should be completed 
in under 30 seconds.

 ○ Tortuga race — 50m (164ft) slow crawl. You should carry enough weight to be able 
to walk on the bottom of the pool. Complete as slowly as possible and measure for 
time. Special care should be taken with safety.

 ○ Zone 2 dive — Longest possible distance in DYN without leaving Zone 2 (surfacing 
immediately upon feeling the urge to breath).

Examples of Base 1 Recommended Benchmarks:

 ○ Sweet 16 — 31 minutes

 ○ 25m DNF cycle count — 6 cycles

 ○ Tortuga race — 2 minutes

 ○ Zone 2 dive — 25m (82ft)

 ○ Master all W1 EQ exercises

 
3. Badges
Badges are distinct from Benchmark Workouts in that they are milestones in your freediving 
journey. Some are performance-based while others are just interesting, meaningful, or fun 
events and accomplishments.
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Like Benchmark Workouts, we look to the community for ideas and feedback on Badges. 
Unlike Benchmark Workouts, Badges will be less consistent. Some community favorites stay 
on the list forever, while some are phased out as new ones are brought in. Some are only 
available for a limited duration.

Examples of Badges:

 ○ Three Blue Holes — Freedived in the 3 most famous blue holes located in the Baha-
mas, Belize, and Dahab

 ○ 30x40 — 30 minutes of breath-holds in 40 minutes of time

 ○ The 145 — DYN 100m/328ft, CWT 40m/131ft, and a 5-minute STA

 ○ Sweet 16x16 — 16 x 50m (164ft) DYN in 16 minutes or less

 ○ Naturalist — Freedived in the nude (except a lanyard, of course) to 30m (98ft)

 ○ Competitive Diver — Participated in your first freediving competition

 ○ Seniors Tour — Participated in 50 competitions

 ○ Hero of the Week — Achieved the best result worldwide in a WOW (when the WOW 
is a Benchmark Workout)

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Independent Instructor

 ○ 100USD annual dues

 ○ 25USD per certification

 ○ 15% off on education gear for resale

Unlimited Instructor

 ○ 650USD annual dues

 ○ Unlimited certifications

 ○ 15% off on education gear for resale

Dive Centers - Per Location

 ○ A group of three or more “Unlimited Instructors”

 ○ Dive Center manager can oversee all students 
and courses registered by the associated 
instructors

 ○ Unlimited certifications for all instructors

 ○ 15% off on education gear for resale

Instructor Trainers

 ○ Instructor Trainers are required to be Unlimited 
Instructors or under a Molchanovs Dive Center

 ○ 15% off on education gear for resale

 ○ Instructor Trainers receive 13% cash or 
15% credit for all the instructor dues paid 
by all instructors the IT has certified for as long 
as the IT is active (paying annual dues and certi-
fying at least one instructor per year)

INSTRUCTOR 
FEE STRUCTURE


